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Definition

 

A  research proposal is a relatively brief document that contains an outline 

plan for a research project. It is produced at the beginning of the research 

process in advance of any data collection. It describes what will be done, a 

collection of facts on given topic. 

Research proposals are proposed  for convincing, persuading and selling 

your idea/ research project to an  intended audience.  
 

Title 

         The title is the headline feature of the proposal. It is the most prominent and 

immediate description of the proposed research for readers . The researcher has to 

capture the essence of the research in a way that is clear, accurate, precise and 

balanced. To do this, the title needs to contain the right amount of information (i.e.  

long enough to include sufficient detail to inform the reader about the nature of the 

proposed research, but not so long that it loses focus, clarity, and persuasiveness) To 

accomplish this balancing act, titles may take the main title : supplement format.  

 

Background 

The study scene for your research topic basing on some references. 

Overall purpose  

Simply put, the goal for conducted study.   

Problem 

The issue under investigation. 

Research Questions 

The inquiry of your investigation. 

Hypothesis  

1.  

 

are required, sometimes, in research proposals. B  is Abstract ut it hardly efficient 

such early  to write an adequate one at  stage of your study.

 

 

 Significance of Research Proposal

Components of  Research Proposals

Objectives :  reinforcing  tutorial sessions learning experience .
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       Hypothesis  

Presumed  answer for your inquiry.   

       Proposed table of contents  

Preliminary outline of the research’s subject-matter. 

       References  

Source materials. 
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   Contents 

1. Research proposals’ structure: Debating further contents to raise the bar 

for a better MCA catch. 

2.     Awakening the Charlock Holmes in you. 

3. Rest your case trusting the Portia to sustain objection. . 

 

   Stay Atuned 


